
Lino
a free cooperation tool



A free sticker and image
sharing board.

https://en.linoit.com/

Cooperation



to Lino
Introduction
A free online sticker and image-
sharing board for cooperation.



Lino allows you to
create an attractive

board with messages
and stickers



Features
-Completely free

Lino

-Message and sticker posting
-Board sharing 



Creating a
Lino account



1 To begin creating an account you will need
to access the Lino website following this link:

https://en.linoit.com/
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To create an account you will need to press the
Sign up option at the top right corner of the

screen.



3 You can create
an account from
scratch or you

can sign in
through Twitter,

Facebook or
Google. We will
use Google for
this example.



After you link
your Google

account , read
and accept
the terms of

use. Then
press Sign up.
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5 You will now be
redirected to this
page. Here, you

will need to input
a username you

wish to use in
Lino. With this, you

have finished
creating your

account.



Using Lino



1After you are done
creating your

account you will
see your Main

Page. Here you can
see your groups,

your canvases and
other users

canvases. You can
also create your
own canvas by

pressing the
Create a new

canvas option.



2 Upon pressing the create
canvas option you will
see this page. Here you

must name your canvas.
You can also choose the

background of the canvas
as well as choosing who
can access the canvas.
You can also alter the
canvases details. After
you are done, press the

Create a canvas option at
the bottom of the screen.



3You will be redirected to this page. This is your
canvas.
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At the top right corner of the screen you will
see this box. Here you can add different

elements to your canvas.



5By clicking and
dragging a

siticky note you
will be able to

add It into your
canvas. Then
you can add

text and change
Its color.



6 By pressing
the photo icon

you will be
able to add

images to the
canvas. You

can add
frames and

comments to
these images.



7You can also add videos by pressing the video reel
icon. These videos can be played directly on your

canvas.



8 By pressing
the

transparent
boxes you

can add text
directly to

the canvas.
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By the end your canvas can look
similar to this.  



Creative at home


